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Luanne Martineau

Please join us for the opening of Luanne Martineau’s exhibition,
Thursday, January 13th, 2005, 5:00 - 7:00 pm.

Artist in attendance.

Exhibition continues through to February 5th, 2005.

Artist Talk: Friday, January 14th, 9:30 am, Nickle Arts Museum.

Smoker, 2004, wool sculpture, 60” x 7” x 30” (approx.).

Luanne Martineau
OIKOS

January 13th – February 5th, 2005.

The TrépanierBaer gallery is pleased to present an exhibition of new works by Luanne
Martineau entitled, OIKOS.This exhibition will showcase a major work titled, Lubber a
large felt sculpture described by Alexander Varty as “an anthropomorphic squid or
capsized boiler with truly disturbing teat like appendages sprouting from its squat
body”. Five new soft- sculptures and an assortment of new drawings will complete 
the exhibition.

In her most recent tabletop and wall-mounted soft- sculptures, Martineau creates an
extensive store of figural permutations spun out of an imaginary play of high
modernist and popular culture genres. Not quite recognizable as human, the
polymorphous and anthropomorphic forms that she configures operate in a liminal
space between genres. Her determination to break boundaries and merge categories,
while a measure of her artistic innovation, engages in a long tradition of social satire
within contemporary art.Wrought through a labor-intensive process of manipulating
raw wool, her curiously hybrid handspun forms, recall the work of artists ranging from
Eva Hesse to Louise Bourgeois, and Philip Guston.

Informed by her keen interest in socio-political satire and critical engagement with
the politics of the body, Martineau avows forms that debunk high art by bringing it

down to earth or to the level of the body through humor.The exhibition's title, OIKOS,
a Greek word meaning household management, provides further significance to the
central place of humor in the artist's work. Considered in the middle ages one of the
four fluids in the body whose balance was believed to determine your emotional and
physical state, Martineau proves that high-spirited fun is often bawdy and base within
her body/house metaphor.

Luanne Martineau was born in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, in 1970. A graduate of the
Alberta College of Art and Design (DVA, 1993), she also studied at the Nova Scotia
College of Art and Design (Intermedia), and in 1995 completed her MFA at the
University of British Columbia. Solo and group exhibitions of her work include those
at the Contemporary Art Gallery,Vancouver (2003);Three Walls,Chicago, Illinois (2004);
and Alberta Biennale, Edmonton Art Gallery (2002). Works by Luanne Martineau are
included in two recent Canadian exhibitions exploring the role of drawing in art
making today: For the Record: Drawing Contemporary Life, an exhibition organized by
the Vancouver Art Gallery, curated by Daina Augaitis and Just My Imagination, a
nationally touring exhibition curated by Kim Moodie and David Merritt for the Art Lab
at the University of Western Ontario and Museum London. Martineau lives in Victoria,
B.C. where she works as an assistant professor at the University of Victoria.

For more information please contact Yves Trépanier or Kevin Baer at
(403) 244-2066, or email info@tbg1.com
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